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Abstract 
Background: In developing countries like India, accreditation is still 
a voluntary, rather a mandatory process. External Quality Assurance 
Schemes in Surgical pathology are still at nascent stage. Most 
pathologists (and few other clinicians) probably subconsciously 
accept intra/inter observer bias in practicing this subjective specialty. 
However, they usually overlook it; partly because they have no 
secure alternate quality assurance methods to cost effectively 
substitute locally standardized customer satisfaction benchmarks. 
In this, art of practicing science, it is important to highlight that, 
if morphological features cannot be reliably, reproducible and 
quantified by group of fellow pathologists, any conclusion that is 
clinically important is almost meaningless and, at worst misleading. 
Presently there is more frequent case consultation and discussion 
through electronic media, than ever before. But, still uniformity in 
diagnostic terminology, grading systems, and criteria across all the 
pathologist community is yet to be achieved. Greatest fear of such 
audit is the manipulation. Finding deficiency and correcting that 
deficiency do not necessarily go together. However, if a solution 
is found, outcome in the experience gained by fellow pathologist 
are many fold and invaluable for visible practice of evidence based 
medicine. Here in we discuss role of internal audit in creating good 
working environment by collective decision making, team work 
mentality, formulating local policies and procedures with common 
goal of quality patient care.
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Introduction
Concentrated consideration has gotten vital in the administration 

of fundamentally sick youngsters. The pediatric emergency unit is a 
piece of the clinic where fundamentally sick pediatric patients who 
require progressed aviation route, respiratory, and hemodynamic 
backings are typically conceded to accomplish a result better compared 
to if the patients were conceded into different pieces of the medical 
clinic. The consideration of basically sick kids stays quite possibly the 
most requesting and testing parts of the field of pediatrics. The primary 
motivation behind the PICU is to forestall mortality by seriously 
observing and treating fundamentally sick kids who are considered 
at high danger of mortality. This, nonetheless, comes at an immense 
expense to every one of the gatherings in question - the medical clinic, 
the faculty, and the parental figures of patients. It is generally just 
offered to patients whose condition is possibly reversible and who have 
a decent possibility of making due with serious consideration support. 

Since these patients are fundamentally sick, the result of intercession is 
some of the time hard to anticipate. In basic consideration medication, 
emergency unit results can be evaluated based on results, for example, 
“demise” or “endurance” through pointers, for example, death rates. 
Assessment of the results of clinical mediations can evaluate the 
viability of therapy, settling on it conceivable to take better choices, 
to additionally improve nature of care, to normalize direct, and to 
guarantee successful administration of the great level assets expected 
to convey escalated care benefits along these lines enhancing asset 
use. Despite the fact that mortality in patients relies upon numerous 
components like segment and clinical trait of populace, framework 
and non-clinical elements (the board and association), case blend, and 
affirmation practice, it is likewise influenced by ICU execution. 

PICU records, everything being equal, moves out, releases, and 
passings were used with the end goal of this investigation. Information 
removed from the records included age, sex, analysis, length of stay 
in the unit, and result all things considered. Result is delegated 
moves to venture down PICU or to the principle pediatric wards, 
releases, releases against clinical counsel (DAMA), and demise. Moral 
endorsement was deferred by the Ethics Committee of the emergency 
clinic as this is a review observational examination. This examination 
uncovered that cardiovascular, neurological, and respiratory illnesses 
were the significant reasons for entrance into the PICU of the tertiary 
consideration community contemplated. Standards for entrance into 
the unit incorporate patients requiring innovative help like mechanical 
ventilation or potentially obtrusive monitoring. It additionally 
incorporates patients who are basically sick however recoverable 
who need care other than that accessible in the overall wards and 
post-careful patients requiring basic consideration. The way that 
cardiovascular sickness substance was the commonest (41.1%) reason 
for affirmation isn’t unexpected as the medical care place is a specific 
pediatric cardiothoracic medical procedure community catering for 
all types of inborn heart illnesses pre-operatively, carefully, and post-
operatively. 

The PICU is an uncommon unit principally worried about the 
consideration of patients with basic ailment and requests an expansive 
based information to cook for all parts of the board of these patients to 
accomplish great outcome. The principle motivation behind PICU is 
to forestall mortality by seriously checking and treating fundamentally 
sick youngsters who are considered at high danger of mortality. 
Despite the fact that our patients incorporated the whole range from 
low to high danger ones, our review study couldn’t impartially decide 
the seriousness of our patients’ conditions utilizing instruments like 
the Pediatric Risk of Mortality (PRISM) and the Pediatric Index of 
Mortality (PIM), since they were not applied from the beginning 
as was not a piece of the clinical records. The capacity to survey 
patient danger of death is vital since such gauge would be helpful in 
acknowledging various objectives, for example, surveying patient’s 
anticipation, ICU execution, and ICU asset usage, and furthermore 
assessing treatments, controlling, and coordinating with seriousness 
of sickness in clinical studies. Quantitative clinical scoring frameworks 
have been created to defeat the absence of consistency, dependability, 
and precision in doctor’s emotional suppositions concerning patient 
status just as because of expanding accentuation on the assessment 
and observing of wellbeing administrations.
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